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Abstract

Machine learning algorithms are set-up to enable particle detection in the mixed-field space environment starting from the MCUs collected in an SRAM during ground irradiations with protons and ions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MULTIPLE-cell upsets (MCUs) have become the dominant contributor to the single-event upset (SEU) count rate for memory devices based on nanometric technologies. Furthermore, these memory devices are not only susceptible to SEUs from heavy ions and high-energy protons, but also from low-energy proton through direct ionization.

MCUs occur whenever the energy deposited by a single-particle is not collected solely at the cell where the particle stroke, but is diffused and collected at the sensitive nodes of other physically adjacent or electrically connected cells, resulting in a larger amount of bit-flips.

MCUs can impact the reliability of data stored in memories and memory-based devices in electronic systems exposed to radiation. However, bit interleaving (bits belonging to the same word not placed in physically adjacent cells) improves the effectiveness of error detection and correction instrumentation and can help alleviating the related issues.

When it comes to commercial electronics, the details behind the scrambling algorithms and the bit interleaving schemes, which are useful to define the physical bitmaps, are typically not available. The absence of the logical-to-physical mask may thus prevent determining whether the observed SEUs during a test are single-bit upsets (SBUs) or MCUs.

When this information is available, sometimes complemented with cell topology and transistor/circuits layout, it can be used to model the physical and electrical processes at the origin of MCUs [1–4].

MCUs may also affect the execution of machine learning (ML) algorithms embedded in high-performance memory-based devices that can be used to implement tasks such as image processing and complex autonomous decision-making directly on-board satellites. Indeed, the use of machine learning and deep learning techniques and their reliability under radiation is a current topic of investigation within the radiation effect community [5–7].

Other than for its performance under radiation, machine learning is finding application in radiation effect data analysis and on-board anomaly detection and predictions [8–10].

In this work, ground facility measurements of MCUs in a 65 nm commercial static random access memory (SRAM) are analysed, classified and submitted to machine learning algorithms with the aim of using it as a potentially cheap particle detector in space for flux measurements or solar particle events. [For the final paper we will also include the
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Fig. 1. MCU event cross-sections as a function of multiplicity (1-10) and total MCU cross-section (2-100) as a function of ion LET.

discrimination for the particle LET]. Two different approaches are investigated; the first is based on a parametrization of the MCU features that is then used by ML algorithms for fitting purposes; the second is based on running a convolutional neural network (CNN) directly on the MCU shapes to perform the particle discrimination. Such kind of implementations may then be used on-board spacecraft carrying a memory device to perform measurements of the space environment features.

II. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AT GROUND FACILITIES

The targeted SRAM for this study is the CY62167GE30-45ZXI, commercially available from Infineon. The SRAM is based on a 65 nm technology, it has a capacity of 16 Mbits. During the tests it was biased at 3.3 V and written with a logical checkerboard pattern. To be noted that the commercial version embeds an error correction code that was disabled for the purpose of these tests in order to get a larger sample of upsets. The logical-to-physical mapping is also available from the LIRMM-Infineon collaboration.

The raw SEU cross-sections for these experiments were published in [11]. However, no details about the MCUs were extracted at the time of publishing that paper due to the lack of the logical-to-physical mapping. The data presented in this paper are limited to ion and proton measurements performed at UMCG-PARTREC [12], GANIL [13] and CNA [14].

It shall be mentioned that, differently from the ions in the space environment, the ions used at ground facilities were C, Ar and Xe with energies limited to 30-90 MeV/n and at normal incidence. Therefore the MCUs from galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) may not match those obtained in low-energy facilities due to the different ionization track structures [15]. [We plan to collect additional data at GSI with high-energy Fe and U (> 100 MeV/n) at similar linear energy transfer (LET) to have a more complete picture.]

Ion irradiations were performed in air on delidded samples. Low-energy proton (<20 MeV) irradiations were performed in vacuum on delidded samples. High-energy proton irradiations (>20 MeV) were performed in air on packaged samples. The MCUs were extracted from the raw data and classified following the methodology presented by LIRMM [16, 17].

All the observed MCUs have a multiplicity \( m < 50 \). For each value of \( m \) it is possible to calculate a mCU event cross-section. These cross-sections are shown, as a function of LET, for ions in Fig. 1, and, as a function of energy, for protons, in Fig. 2, for \( m = 1-10 \). In addition, the figures also report the total MCU cross-section, which is defined as the sum of all cross-section with \( m > 2 \):

\[
\sigma_{MCU,\text{total}} = \sum_{m=2}^{100} m \cdot \sigma_{MCU,\text{event}}
\]  

As shown in the figures, MCUs are very rare in the case of low-energy protons and low-LET ions, i.e., they are typically just 1% of the total SEUs. Given that the MCU total cross-section reaches the same value as the 1CU cross-section for protons with energy > 20 MeV, 50% of the total bit in errors from high-energy protons belong to MCUs. For intermediate and high LET ions, the MCU total cross-section can grow to become 100-1000 times higher than the 1CU cross-section, meaning that 99-99.9% of the total bit in errors belong to MCUs.

It may also be worthwhile plotting a histogram of the MCU multiplicity distribution for intermediate and high-LET ions, as done in Fig. 3. It is evident that the maximum multiplicity increases as the LET increases. However, it is
noteworthy that the multiplicity distributions of each high-LET ion from 1 to 25 are almost flat. This means that there seem to be equal probability for an ion passing through the device to cause events with $m$ in the 1-25 interval.

### III. ANALYSIS AND PARAMETRIZATION OF MCU CLUSTERS

In order to predict whether a certain MCU is caused by a proton or an ion some features of the MCU clusters can be classified. Fig. 4(a) is the map of an MCU cluster with high multiplicity caused by a high-LET ion. The bits in error are sparsely distributed and sometimes not physically adjacent. Since this is a common situation, the following parameters are considered in order to classify the various MCU clusters:

- the multiplicity, $m$;
- the horizontal width (bit-line), $\Delta x$;
- the vertical width (word-line), $\Delta y$;
- the fill-factor of the cluster, $f = \frac{m}{\Delta x \Delta y}$

For instance, in the example in the figure, the cluster will be classified as having $m = 24$, $\Delta x = 5$, $\Delta y = 10$ and $f = 0.48$. With these parameters, the MCU clusters of each particle (and LET/energy) can be classified by means of 2D heatmaps showing the probability that an ion/proton will produce clusters with a certain combination of $\Delta x - \Delta y$.

Plots for such heatmaps are reported in Fig. 4(b-f) for low-energy protons (b), high-energy protons (c), low-LET ions (d), intermediate-LET ions (e) and high-LET ions (f). The heatmaps thus provide an idea of the most likely horizontal and vertical sizes of the MCU clusters. For instance, looking at the three ion plots it can be seen that the maximum likelihood moves towards higher horizontal and vertical width as the ion LET is increased.

From the heatmaps it is also noted that for low-energy protons and low-LET ions, the MCU clusters tend to have a similar size along the two directions. On the other hand, as the LET increases (secondary ions from high-energy protons have low- and intermediate-LETs) the shape of the MCUs tends to be stretched along the vertical direction, often with a 2:1 ratio with respect to the horizontal direction.
It is also noteworthy that for high-energy protons, whereas very large MCU clusters are possible, typically the most likely are still those that have a 2:1 shape. [Concerning the fill-factor and its added value, these will be presented in more detail in the final paper].

As it can be seen comparing plots (b) and (d), the proposed parameters do not seem as effective when it comes to differentiate low-energy protons and low-LET ions (both SEU mechanisms caused by direct ionization) that share a very similar LET.

IV. MACHINE LEARNING APPLIED TO PARTICLE DISCRIMINATION

For the parametric fitting, a dataset of MCUs measured at the facility (comprising $> 18000$ MCU clusters) is built, including information about the particle type, energy, LET, $m$, $\Delta x$, $\Delta y$ and $f$. On the other hand, for the CNN image recognition algorithm, images such as Fig. 4(a) are directly submitted to the model training process with just a label to mark the difference between ion and proton MCUs.

For the parametric fitting, a normalization is done to rescale the analogue values of the parameters $m$, $\Delta x$, $\Delta y$ and $f$, so that they can only have value between $\pm 1$. This will facilitate the task of the ML algorithm in fitting the data.

Both ML algorithms are meant at performing a simple binary classification to discriminate whether the particles in the testing dataset are ions or protons. The algorithms are trained with 50% of the MCU cluster dataset (including low- and high-energy protons and ions of any LET) and tested against the remaining 50%.

For the parameter fitting, some ML classification algorithms, available through python scikit-learn, were implemented and, more or less, all of them returned very similar results. Typically, the classification algorithm is capable of correctly identifying 88% of the particles that are at the origin of a certain MCU. The remaining 12%, as indicated in Fig. 5, are low- and intermediate-LET ions that are mistaken for protons. Concerning the other particles, typically the accuracy for high-energy proton MCUs is $> 95\%$, whereas for high-LET ions the identification is successful in $> 80\%$ of the cases and growing with increasing LET.

Concerning the CNN for image recognition, this is developed with tensorflow keras python libraries. In this case the algorithm is not prompted with any parameter, but it is left performing the data analysis and devise the model based on the MCU shapes. In spite of the very different approach, the algorithm returns again an accuracy of 88%.
As can be seen in the detailed histogram in Fig. 6, similar conclusions to the parameter fitting apply and the image recognition algorithm converged to a model that considers low-LET ions to be low-energy protons.

The fact that ML algorithms running with less than a handful of parameters to perform the fit provide very similar accuracy to an image recognition CNN confirms the good parametrization enforced on the MCU clusters. In addition, the parametric fit algorithms are much faster than the image recognition CNN. [In the final paper, the analysis will be further revised and refined and more statistics on algorithm evaluation will be provided].

The fact that low-energy protons and low-LET ions yield similar MCU shapes is not surprising considering that both energy deposition mechanisms are direct ionization driven and that the particles share pretty similar LETs. The only big difference would be related to the different ionization tracks, that are much longer for 90 MeV/n ions than 1-3 MeV protons, but this does not seem to produce significant effects on the MCU characteristics.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The paper reports a data analysis of MCUs measured at proton and ion facilities for a 65 nm bulk SRAM. The data shows that 50% of the upsets from high-energy protons and 99% of the upsets from high-LET ions belong to MCUs. Given this overwhelming majority, MCUs are further analysed and parametrized to provide better discrimination tools between the particles behind the feature of a certain MCU. It is shown that while for low-LET particles the shape of MCUs is typically symmetric in the bit- (x) and word-line (y) directions, as the LET (or the energy for protons) grows the MCU tend to stretch and tend to spread over several word-lines.

Both the raw MCU image and the parametrized MCU data can be used as input to ML algorithms. Both the image recognition CNN and the parametric fitting demonstrated equal accuracy and the ability to discriminate high-energy proton and high-LET ion MCUs (which are the most likely in the space environment considering the cross-sections). However, they could not succeed in discriminating MCUs caused by low-LET particles (for what matters a pure binary classification as either protons or ions). The overall capabilities of using these schemes for particle detection in space will be assessed in the final paper.
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